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Introduction: We have invented a new method
for detecting very small solar energetic particle events
[1] using data from the Cosmic Ray Telescope for the
Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) [2] on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). This “SEP Index” (SEPI)
is also highly sensitive to variations in lunar albedo
radiation during solar quiet periods. The features in
the SEPI map of the Moon represent some combination of lunar albedo protons, neutrons, and gamma
rays, which presumably reflect variations in elemental
abundances in the regolith. This result will lead to
multiple follow‐up studies of lunar albedo particles and
may also contribute to the study of diurnally varying
hydrogenation of the lunar regolith.
Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) Index: Whereas
previous lunar mapping studies used the energy deposited by particles that registered in two or more
CRaTER detectors [3,4,5,6], the SEP Index uses only
the total particle counting rates from four detectors and
ignores any energy spectral information. SEPI utilizes
the unequal detector shielding within the CRaTER
instrument, with data from the least-shielded detectors
(D1 and D6) representing the SEP flux, and the mostshielded detectors (D3 and D4) representing highlypenetrating background galactic cosmic ray flux. We
derived the formula for the SEP Index empirically by
minimizing the variations in the index during solar
quiet periods:
SEPI = 0.144*D1s/D3s + 0.446*D1s/D4s +
0.792*D6s/D4s
where DNs is the number of detection events in detector N over a given period of time. The index varies by
~1% during quiet periods.
Detecting Small SEP Events: As the SEP Index
varies by only ~1% during solar quiet times over the
entire LRO mission, very small SEP events stand out
clearly from the background in a plot of SEPI vs. time.
In fact, we can detect and quantify dozens of SEP
events that are not on the official list of SEP events
measured by GOES. Using SEPI-identified event
times, we have located the same SEP events in the raw
GOES data and extracted the peak proton fluxes, and
find a good agreement between the SEPI values and
GOES proton fluxes for these small events, as shown

in Figure 1. This fine sensitivity of SEPI might be
useful in providing a radiation early warning system
for future astronauts on the Moon or in deep space.

“New” small SEP events

Figure 1. Plot of the peak SEP Index value (x-axis)
vs. GOES peak proton flux (y-axis). None of the SEP
events below the blue line are officially identified by
GOES, but thanks to the high sensitivity of the SEP
Index, these events can be quantified for the first time.
New Lunar Map: During perfectly quiet solar periods we sort SEP Index values by location over the
Moon instead of by mission time, thus generating a
map of radiation coming from the Moon. The SEPI
map most closely resembles Lunar Prospector maps of
gamma rays characteristic of thorium, iron, and titanium [7,8]. The map is most anti-correlated with thermal neutron maps [9, 10] and the LP map of gamma
rays characteristic of aluminum [7,8]. Figure 2 shows
the new map with higher index values represented by
darker shades. Since detector D6 faces the Moon and
D6s appears in the numerator of one term in the SEPI
formula, any higher-flux or lower-flux features that
appear in a SEPI map of the Moon are probably due to
an enhancement or dearth, respectively, of lunar albedo
particles or photons that interact with detector D6 more
frequently than detectors D1, D3 or D4. Candidate
albedo particles include neutrons, gamma rays, and
protons with lower-energies (14-50 MeV) than in previous CRaTER studies.
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Figure 2. Lunar albedo radiation map using SEP Index derived from CRaTER data. Darker shades represent higher index values. The near side lunar mare
(center) and South Pole-Aitken basin (lower corners)
both have higher values, suggesting that one or more
mare-associated elements can enhance lunar albedo
radiation.
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